MARILYN CARR PEDIGREE SERVICE
2836 County Rd. 2755
Moberly, MO 65270
(660) 263-0669

QAR Diamond Flame
567672 AhHC 30514
1991 chestnut, white over loin and hips.
SI RE OF POINT EARNER.

JW Panic Power
589248 AhHC 38492
1997 chestnut, spots over hips.
1.5 NON PRO HALTER POINT.

QAR Diamond Jodi
557150 AhHC 34107
1994 bay, with spots over b/h
DAM OF POINT EARNER.

PEYRE'S DIAMOND COER
AhHC 601099
2001 Red Roan Mare, white with spots over body and hips.

QAR Smuggler
T-286150 AhHC 31245
1978 red roan, blanket with spots, HI PT HALTER RES. NATIONAL CHAMPION.
SUP IOR HALTER STALLION.
Abdulsradsaljodj
4485381 AhHC R32333
1989 bay
DAM OF HALTER POINT EARNER.

Goer's Pogo
339780 AhHC 24779
1980 bay
SIRE OF HALTER AND PERFORMANCE POINT EARNERS.
Papa Blueberry
AhHC 11656
1976 red roan, white with red spots over body.
DAM OF AhHC HALTER POINT EARNER.
The Revenue Man
AhHC 30438
1982 red roan, blanket with spots.

QAR Miss Playgirl
AhHC R32368
1992 chestnut

ROM: Register of Merit

The Executive
173779 BRONZE MEDALLION HALL OF FAME AWARD.
Dial Bright Too 107308

T-180326 CANADIAN RES. NATIONAL CHAMPION.
Dial Right Time 110067

T-219829 AhHC
Par's Patina AhHC

T-247464 AhHC
Pepper's Delight 50216

Panic Power
153929 Running R's Justa Honey AhHC

DIAMOND DANDY 91489

DIAMOND KAY DEE
Kay Kay Taylor 174347

AHHA 394158
Abdul's Pok-A-Son

AHHA 134460 BRONZE MEDALLION NATIONAL CHAMPION.
The Golden Prince 220658

AHHA 356256 AhHC
Princess Oil Loot 250894

Goer 272995

ABHA 180530 HALL OF FAME BRONZE MEDALLION.
Miss Bar Heels AhHC

IMYBE SILVER SI 71
Silver Service 469029

AHHA 1081145
Red Eye Apache B 4888

FILLY BYKINDL
Wyalta Red Bird

AHHA 72686
Wyalta Early Bird 291

AHHA 72687
Wyalta Specks 818 AhHC

AHHA 9175
Old Blueberry 7265

Goer 180530

BRIGHT EYES GOER
Ruana Blanca 58272

T-256768 WORLD CHAMPION BRONZE MEDALLION.
Sonny Jo Leo

Champagne Girl
King Plaudit 55157

T-277202
Champagne Girl 990405

HALTER ROM PRODUCER
Sonny Jo Leo

AHHA 945593
Angel Jo 428263

PERFORMANCE ROM
Toby J 1045 AhHC

SONNY JO'S PLAYGIRL
Silver Ghost 2614

AhHC 14507
1977 chestnut, spots over 1/h

AhHC 5704
Sonny Jo Leo

AhHC 945593
Silver Ghost 2614

AhHC 14507
1977 chestnut, spots over 1/h

AhHC 5704
Sonny Jo Leo

AhHC 945593
Silver Ghost 2614
PEYRES DIAMOND GOER
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PEYRES DIAMOND GOER;

JW PANIC POWER; 1.5 NON PRO HALTER POINT. (USA)
SIRE OF 6 FOALS, NONE SHOWN. (USA)

JW MISS CHAMPAGNE; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 3 FOALS, NONE SHOWN. (USA)

QAR DIAMOND FLAME; UNSHOWN. SIRE OF 8 FOALS, 1 POINT EARNER.

QAR DIAMOND JODI; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 3 FOALS, 1 POINT EARNER.

POGODOTARDEE; 33 APHCC HALTER POINTS. (CANADA)
SIRE OF 4 FOALS, NONE SHOWN. (USA)

QAR MISS PLAYGIRL; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 1 FOAL, UNSHOWN. (USA)

TEN-X; BRONZE MEDALLION WINNER.
46 HALTER POINTS IN AGED STALLIONS. HALTER ROM.
1982 NATIONAL CHAMPION AGED STALLION.
1982 WORLD CHAMPION AGED STALLION.
SIRE OF 69 FOALS, 3 PERFORMANCE POINT EARNERS WITH 22 POINTS, 8 HALTER POINT EARNERS WITH 86.5 POINTS. 2 ROM EARNERS WITH 2 ROMS EARNED.

PARALEENA; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 2 FOALS, 1 WITH 1.5 PERFORMANCE POINTS.

DIAMOND SMUGGLER; 110 HALTER POINTS, HALTER ROM.
SUPERIOR HALTER HORSE. 1979 HIGH POINT YEARLING STALLION.
1979 RESERVE NATIONAL CHAMPION STALLION.
3RD 1980 NATIONAL SHOW 2 YR OLD STALLIONS
SIRE OF 38 FOALS, 1 PERFORMANCE POINT EARNER WITH 1.5 POINTS, 3 HALTER POINT EARNERS WITH 32.5 POINTS, 1 HALTER ROM.
SIRE OF QAR MYSTERY DATE, ROM NON PRO HALTER. GRAND AND RESERVE CHAMPION.

ABDULSRADICALJODY; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 4 FOALS, 1 HALTER POINT EARNER WITH 2 POINTS.

GOER'S POGO; UNSHOWN. SIRE OF 16 FOALS, 2 PERFORMANCE POINT EARNERS WITH 14 POINTS, 3 HALTER POINT EARNERS WITH 13 POINTS.

PAPA RUIJFERRY; UNSHOWN. DAM OF 2 FOALS, NONE SHOWN. (USA)
DM OF POGODOTARDEE, 33 CANADIAN HALTER PTS.

THE REVENUE MAN; NO SHOW RECORD IN CANADA OR USA.

SONNY JO'S PLAYGIRL; NO LISTING

THE EXECUTIVE; BRONZE MEDALLION WINNER. 1975 NATIONAL CHAMPION 3 YR OLD Colt. 1981 World Show, 3rd in get of sire. 1983 National Show, 3rd in get of